Collaborative Strategies
in Community Development Workshop
Participants’ Contributions

Bear River, Nova Scotia
March 4, 2011

Hosted by:
Nova Scotia Department of Economic and Rural Development and Tourism (ERDT)
Municipality of the County of Annapolis
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Welcome
Those who attended the Collaborative Strategies in Community Development workshop in Bear River
on March 4, 2011, know it was a great day to connect with colleagues in the region working in relation
to sustainable community development. The day was an opportunity to explore personal relationships
with communities, reflect on the principles identified in the Community Development Policy, and hold
conversations around areas of shared interests. It was a chance to develop ideas that might expand
the application of the Community Development (CD) Policy within our departments, agencies and
communities. This document is an informal record of our work together and serves a few purposes:
It is a resource for the benefit of those dedicated to seeing the CD Policy take root in Nova
Scotia.
It is a “refresher” document – one that you can browse through to reconnect with the
highlights of the day. We have included some headlines and photos so that skimming the
document will be rewarding in itself.
It is a pass-along document for those of you who wish to share something of the spirit of the
day with others.
This document – and the day’s work altogether – is meant to be a platform for future
conversations focused on sustainable community development.
Finally, your questions, concerns, appreciations, and all the work done on that day help inform and
inspire the designers of the Collaborative Strategies in Community Development workshop to refine
and expand this approach in other communities. This is a work-in progress, and your contributions to
the workshop further development are important. We feel privileged to have hosted such a successful
day with such committed individuals.

Sincerely,

Ross MacDonald and Joseph Nyemah,
NS Department of Economic and Rural Development and Tourism
macdonir@gov.ns.ca, 902.424.2362 nyemahjn@gov.ns.ca, 902.424.4669
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Images from the Conversation
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Description of our Communities

Some of the descriptors used in reflecting
over what our individual communities are
include:
- Inclusivity
- Cultural communities
- Job opportunities
- Transportation
- Collaboration
- Deep roots – church, family, industry
- Access to local food (farming)
- Respect to live in community with nature
- Awareness of skisms and fractions
- Looking beyond conflict (tolerance)
- Recruiting volunteers
- Place based – geography
- sustainability
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How the Community Development Policy Could Improve our Communities?
Following a reflection over the 11 principles of the provincial Community Development Policy, which
include: Local Leadership, Government Support, Collaborative Approach, Balance, Respect
for Local Values, Social Inclusion, Transparency and Accountability, Partnership and
Shared Interests, Common Vision, Focus on Community Assets, and Volunteerism, we
realized that our communities would be far better if all of these principles were effectively applied in
our work and daily lives.

The drawing above is a depiction of the intricate relationships and connections that hold a community
intact. It is a reflection of how people feel about their communities in the region surrounding Bear
River. It is also a synopsis of the traits and characteristics that give people a sense of belonging in the
community. It was agreed that if we effectively embrace the CD Policy, communications across
government and community would be improved. A second image, with a particular focus on
sustainable community is presented as follows.
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The sense of community spirit it what feeds and nourishes the tree of sustainability. Local
leadership, heritage, a healthy environment and strong culture give rise to prosperity and
employment as well as health and happiness.
The recurrent themes from the discussion on how the CD Policy could improve our
communities were increased collaboration between stakeholders, open dialogue, improved
access to resources, active participation of youth, a sense of accountability, social inclusion,
support for business and long term strategic planning. The overarching theme that emerged
from the from the day’s activities in the workshop is that Bear River has the potential to
develop as a model for the “Creative Economy” in Nova Scotia. Participants acknowledged
that there is a need for continued dialogue within the community and among communalities
in the region. They as well noted that identifying key assets in the area and building on
those assets would lead to long term success.
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Dominant Themes from discussions about what makes a strong community:
-

Inclusivity
Cultural communities
Job opportunities
Transportation
Collaboration
Deep roots – church, family, industry
Access to local food (farming)
Respect to live in community with
nature
Awareness of schisms and fractions
Looking beyond conflict (tolerance)
Recruiting volunteers
Place based – geography
sustainability

-

Respect for neighbours
Good manners
Long term strategic plan
Sense of belonging
Youth involvement
Environmental issues
Diversity
Opportunity involving technology and
infrastructure
Basic needs that are met
Ability to serve the community –
recognizing your skills
Sharing passion / interests
Volunteers
Quality of life (affordability)
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Group Project Ideas
The following project ideas are the outcomes of our sharing around possible community initiatives:
Some of the project ideas were further developed as models that could be refined and adapted in our various communities.
Project Idea

Main two or three outcomes in terms of
learning, support or action

Next steps/ follow up and lead person

Value-added economy

~need for continued meetings (cafés –
weekly / monthly) – get away from top
down to in
~explore crystal ball / blue sky ideas
~need for micro finance – private
community investment
~CEDIF’s – vested interest in projects and
communities (Community Economic
Development Investment Funds)
~very local gatherings (on-line and in
person cafés & planned events) needed
~regional & provincial gatherings (online
and in planned forums) needed to share
resources, actually collaborative rather
than meeting to discuss the need for it
~sectoral / topical networking ie; artisan
economy, innovative programs
~strategies for “underground living”
dredging the oppression of globalization.
“one economy” regulation that kills rural
living

~host conversation café / find ones that
are happening
~be inclusive, welcoming community
space – Rebakah Café
~focus on creative rural economy
~Next TEDx Bear River
~Try to tap into innovative things that are
happening
~asset mapping
~map what is there now – support &
reinvigorate existing (ie: RCCN)
~identify barriers (ie: resources, facilities,
liabilities)
~invite players
~profile examples such as Pugwash
~host afternoon café discussions

Need for an on-going
community forum /
network

What CD principles will be
engaged through this work
/how?
~partnerships and shared
interests
~focus on community assets
~local leadership

~absolutely all of them
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Project Idea

Main two or three outcomes in terms of
learning, support or action

Next steps/ follow up and lead
person

Community Mapping for
Bear River

~empower community / area with
technology
~better format for planning focusing on
assets
~resources needed for new growth in Bear
River

Mobile Transportation
(shuttle)
Providing services to
seniors, youth and
others in rural areas

~mobility
~accessibility
~mental well being
~sense of independence

~Website
~RDA
~Bear River Economic Development
Society
~Culture centre
~Marine Society
~Horticultural Society
~special events
~New Horizons
~Fire Department
~First Nation
~form committee of volunteers
~market survey / study – duplication of
services
~partnerships – local organizations,
business, seniors complex

Eco-Village / sustainable
communities

1. (action) – confirm our mission
2. (learning) – research existing
models (best practices)
3. (support) – lobby for government
support

Creating a mirror for the
community
(we have a university of
fine arts

1. Community TV (art, events,
media)
2. Youth Project (Film Coop)
3. Fine arts satellite school

1. Identify a development officer
who will collate all information
and present it as a project to
local / prov. Government
2. Lobby local residents to
implement eco-practices
3. Investigate other funding
sources
1. Consultation
2. Project team – define vision
3. Develop partnerships
4. Secure key relationships –
coordinator
5. Communications – marketing
6. Run the project

What CD principles will be
engaged through this
work/how?
Remember what is possible
- Health data
- Technology
- Resources
- Job opportunities

~collaboration
~volunteerism
~inclusion – social
~partnerships and shared
interests
~local government and support
~local leadership
~government support
~collaboration
~balance
….all of them!

“Writings on the wall” poster
people
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ANNEXES
Annex A: Workshop Evaluation
What did you appreciate about this workshop?
-

Good energy and enthusiasm.
Content and information sharing.
Diversity of attendees and networking.
The chance to meet some new people and the chance to see some of my old friends in a new setting.
The interaction and Discussions – clear explanation of process.
The sharing of creative ideas.
Liked the format and the small group discussions.
The wide variety of ideas and how different they were from previous workshops.
The cross section of participants.
Great discussion and networking.
Relaxed, good humoured.
Opportunity to be exposed to other people’s views and ideas.
The networking opportunities.
That there are still people who want to contribute to building a strong community and all have something to contribute.
The interaction and networking.
The open dialogue and fun people.
Community spirit from Bear River.
Connecting with people and learning about local issues and priorities plus the different activities underway.
Interactivity; from individual to pairs to small groups to whole group.
Flood of creative ideas.
The policy framework / principles are exactly right from my experience.
The opportunity to hear area community builders directly has been wonderful.
The sincerity of facilitators, despite their urban gov’t ties.
Informal is good. A chance to interact with group. A chance to be able to participate.
Different ideas / contacts.
Meeting people from all areas and the pride they feel for their community.
Participating in passionate conversations with a variety of people.
Energy of participants and creativity.
Free flow / organic nature of day.
Variety of subjects and open discussion.
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-

The networking.
Forum to exchange ideas with like minded people.
The changing around, new faces at the table, different views.
Communicating with a number of interested local folks.
Networking, well run, the depth and differences of people in the room.
Opportunity to present and listen to ideas.
Getting to know folks from the greater community. Sharing their ideas about economic development.
Group discussions were informative.
Discussing the various policies and how they can play a part in my future.
What did you learn?
We are all in the same boat.
What is going on around us that helps the move forward together.
I learned that we can often say the same words as others yet continue to have a completely different interpretation of them despite our
best intentions.
I learned a lot about activities / businesses in the area.
I had taken an Appreciative Inquiry workshop previously so was pleased to see the same concepts being applied.
There are a lot of talented innovative thinkers in the region.
Networking opportunity was the biggest benefit.
That jobs are not the major concern for Bear River; sustaining their community is.
A lot about Bear River.
Very diverse people – therefore community development needs to be all about listening.
People are engaged and forward looking.
That we all collectively have participated in many forums and feasibility studies.
That people are still having a difficult time working with government in order to establish or maintain community.
Different avenues to address a situation.
That there is a prevalence of creative minds in Bear River.
Diversity of citizens in Bear River.
We can have fun along the way and end with serious meaningful results.
That there is a lot of intellectual talent in this area, with a passion about a vibrant rural lifestyle.
Bear River is alive.
Attendees are incredibly experienced and aware of what works and doesn’t in community.
Attendees are cynical about the prospects of moving beyond issue identification.
A lot of diversity.
Common rural issues.
That some things that need to be addressed because it is a barrier – is not discussed – liability.
There is a lot of passion and it is great to see.
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-

-

Many have the same concerns.
That there are some plans in the works for sustainable practices.
Regulation is the biggest barrier to community at this time.
Need to listen.
We are all looking to achieve many of the same things.
Bear River is thriving.
Disconnect from Digby, Bear River and First Nations – cultural / artistic aspect.
The diverse array of knowledge and enthusiasm that exitst at the community level, and the willingness of individuals to devote their time to
common goals.
Bear River has a strong voice.
Basic information on Provinces initiatives.
Re-enforced my assessment of rural living.
It gave me a wider perspective into the requirements needed for a community to function.
What suggestions do you have for changes or improvements?
Most of it boils down to money, rural NS needs more funding.
Overload is often the problem in a workshop such as this.
More action plan development (specific town / development needs) addressed, less talk, more nuts and bolts, useful take-home outcomes.
The content of the workshop is great and well organized and implemented. The behind the scenes details needed a bit more attention.
Allow more time for some of the discussion sessions.
Provide direct information to all interested parties regarding similar seminars.
Breakout rooms for small group work. Large room very loud.
Need for diversity.
A change management workshop so people will be more open to making needed changes.
Look at providing people and opportunity to connect with the people who are the heart of the community.
The video’s would have been great to see.
More process focus.
Contextual issues – eg. Community and / or groups bring specific issues to the meeting to be worked on – more specifics, less general /
global discussion.
Overhaul of regulations, policies and insurance so that so many barriers could be alleviated to allow community development.
Wondering if there are any on-going meetings, initiatives, networks, that arise during these sessions? If so would be interesting to highlight
this in some way.
Principles are important element of holistic values.
Reach out to youth and other groups usually not at these tables and make sure some participate. (arrange transportation, child care, etc.)
Don’t take down “basic principles” signs prior to us able to address next point.
Develop a networking form: Name; Question or problem you’d like to have contact about.
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-

-

A focus on innovative next steps beyond identification of issues.
A recognition of pre-existing initiatives and discussion f implementation resources.
Find out what the real issues are – even if you have employment in your area youth will still more away.
Government to put in place protection for volunteers like there is for 1st Aid.
Follow-up session to see what’s been auctioned in 6 months / 1 year.
Possibility for follow up.
Change the train of thought in terms of future growth – a new concept is necessary to think outside the box.
Was the First Nations community contacted?
Contact lists for participants – collected and sent out as its challenging to meet everyone. (this would include their profession, employment
and position.
Asset mapping at community level is vital.
Start at 8:30 not 9:00 am.
More videos.
Some segments required more time for discussion.
It was very well facilitated and moved along quickly and energetically.
Clearer instructions.
More time for moving sessions.
Have a moderator at each table to keep focus and make sure everyone can participate.
Larger working space in regards to tables.
None that I can think of.
How does the community development policy and principles show up in your day to day work and life in your community?
These were thought of before CD adopted them. All of these apply to every day.
Very well.
In our behaviours, actions and philosophy with community leadership.
Every job I do is related to some aspect of community life – it continues to be a challenge to draw together common understandings of and
approaches to community development.
In my role I partner with other organizations in the area. The principles mentioned today are very much what we use when working toward
a common goal.
They do not, at present. There is no community-based development policy in Bear River.
Doing a lot of this type of work.
I work for government so they are always front and centre in all aspects of work and decisions we make.
Planning and access to our services.
In health region – difficult to actually reach local groups, suspect difficulties from both sides.
Already volunteer with several organizations involved in local government, try to introduce new ideas.
I still don’t have a grasp of the policy.
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-

Constant reorganizing and dropping of participation due to insurance and legislation issues.
They are about to start.
As a rural civil servant try to practice the policy day to day.
Principles are important element of holistic values.
Principles applied in developing and planning services.
Central Annapolis Chamber of Commerce.
The articulated principles align with other strategies of sustainable community and organizational vibrancy that ground my work and
activism – whether local or global.
It is in every aspect of my work and life.
Pitch in and help.
I see groups trying to make a difference – but with no follow through because reality falls in – liability – money – regulations – place
available.
I work to assist CED professionals on a day to day basis and feel a direct connection to the principles displayed.
These are principles that I support and utilize in my work.
It is not that noticeable to me at this time.
To work within the community at various times different principles are used.
In every aspect, from owning a building used in many community events to volunteering on many boards and interest groups.
In every way – work and community.
Projects with public funding.
Projects that need to engage community.
Through community meetings, casual conversations, work and various workshops, etc..
Very much so as each aspect contributes to the success of each.

What else is important for us to know?
-

We need to see an outcome from this. Too many of these sessions end in no action.
The valuable work being done in bringing stronger awareness to community mapping and a creative rural economy. The way of our future
in rural Nova Scotia.
Please more action plan development workshops that we can apply to real life.
The team presenting is great.
The facilitators did a wonderful job. Thank you.
Bear River could live up to its reputation as a cool, easy-going plance if the fractures, the social fractures were healed.
There needs to be a follow-up step to the process. People leave here with a what’s next or I’m not sure how to move forward.
Good work.
We need help with action plans and work plans.
These workshops still give no clear directive on how we can affect change when government and central institutions dictate to our
communities.
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-

-

Ideas for semi-isolated hamlets.
We need to know new policy direction from NSERDT and NS CCH
TEDx Annapolis Valley “ideas that connect and empower rural communities” at Whistle Theatre Wolfville, NS Sat May 14th, 2011
TEDxAnnapolisValley@gmail.com
Interested in seniors groups
Community voices most often heard are the squeaky ones; but there are innovators and visionaries too. A parallel venture to your work
happened with some of the Sustainability Plans – need to be implemented.
Go at a comfortable pace
We need to address barriers that keep all the awesome ideas from becoming reality.
These workshops play an important role in bringing communities together to inspire action.
Transportation and water are essential in our community for any development.
Financing is generally discussed as the bottom line. It would be great to have a funding forum showcasing the various funding
opportunities.
We need a free space or place to meet and exchange ideas as a community on a regular basis.
Good communication – need the next step to go forward – need follow up.
We have never been in a better position for growth and positive change in Southwest Nova.
To know community assets that groups take for granted and to help them realize the potential benefits….empty buildings, skilled people,
etc…
Making people aware of these workshops needs to be increased. Not very well promoted.
Need clearer picture of what government is doing and background of program and next steps / outcomes.
A well laid out workshop which causes us to think differently.
How will you further advance the CD Policy in your work?
I will wait to see some progress and action from this session before I decide.
I recognize that we are moving forward with a creative rural economy.
Continuing to do what I do and try to keep going back to basics which are the principles of Community Development.
By being open to new ideas and facilitating community healing.
Discuss the approach with my counterparts.
It is the purpose of my work.
I plan to share the learning from today.
Keep acting for community group alliance for health.
Keep plugging away at what I am already doing.
I will read the policy again now that I have a context for it in my mind with the organizations I volunteer with.
I want to create progress for our youth but due to so many regulations it makes it difficult to have leaders and participant’s insurance
policies, legislative procedures, etc.
Lack of connection with rural areas and the issues they face from central urban institutions.
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-

I will take some of the ideas I encountered today and apply them to my community activities.
How can we roll up from individual community to the regional level.
Run TEDx Annapolis Valley and bring together up to 8 high quality speakers with passion to share their ideas.
Run a 10 town , rural Pecha Kuncha series of events to “Discover the Rural DNA of Nova Scotia”
Create a Rural Sandbox on the model of the sandbox at University of Central Lancashire, UK)
More volunteers.
Will promote it in member organizations.
I already am.
Always speak highly of your community.
Commit to staying in contact and seek further education on a regular basis, become more involved in community groups.
Thank you – great job.
Continue with my on-going devilment for the community.
Boat ramps – public market – company
My work is too new yet to be able to comment on this.
I will use the communication tips and ideas.
Will use when meeting with community groups and individuals – make part of one’s daily activity in the community.
Continue forward working on short term goals and long term plans in a positive framework for the whole of the community.
Try and grow New Horizon projects that align and support the principles.
Try to tie in projects to ED opportunities.
Be aware and share the information.
Us it in our community development strategic planning development which is just starting.
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Comments from Closing Circle:
-

Enjoyed the energy – positive

-

My definition of community has changed

-

Great dialogue

-

Pleased with attendance, looking forward to next steps

-

Enjoyed the ideas around mapping

-

Great engagement tool

-

Networking

-

Liked the process

-

Positive experience

-

Enjoyed it as a new comer

-

Wanted to hear what committees are saying

-

Need a follow up workshop on services

-

We need to highlight the importance of culture and music

-

Mapping up community energies

-

We need to promote more collaboration
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Annex B: Workshop Attendance
No
NameLast
1
Nyemah
2
MacDonald

NameFirst

Organization

Community

Phone

Email

Joseph

ERDT

Halifax

424-4669

nyemahjn@gov.ns.ca

Ross

ERDT

Halifax

424-2362

macdonir@gov.ns.ca

3
5

Wilson

Gordon

Municipality of the District of
Digby

Digby

902-245-4046

gwilson@municipality.digby.ns.ca

Burkhard

Nicole

NS Agriculture

RR1 Annapolis Royal

638-2397

burkhane@gov.ns.ca

6

Comeau

Marie

7
8
9
10
11
12

Monk

Mary-Jo

Brown

Linda

lindbrown@ns.sympatico.ca

Vanheerden

Diana

vanheerdenfarm@hotmail.com

Shakotko

Paul

United Way of Halifax REgion

Dartmouth

902 461-3086

pshakotko@unitedwayhalifax.ca

Moerman

Dennis

NS Department of Agriculture

Cornwallis Park

902-638-2396

moermade@gov.ns.ca

Ascott

Lorraine

Dept. of Community Services

Annapolis Royal

902-532-3475

ascottla@gov.ns.ca

Department of Economic & Rural
Development & Tourism

Halifax

(902) 424-3747

blackblm@gov.ns.ca

comeaump@gov.ns.ca
Department of Health and
Wellness

Provincial

9024834596

Mary-Jo.Monk@gov.ns.ca

13
14

Blackburn

Lori

Welch

John

Don_welch@hotmail.com

15

Martin

Bruce

abmartin@eastlink.ca

16
17
18

Knorek-Onysko

Jeff

jeffknorek@gmail.com

Foxton

Kelly

Bear River Board of Trade

Bear River

902-467-0466

spiritgetaways@yahoo.ca

Warren

Annie

Dept of Community Srrvices

Digby

245-7124

warrenam@gov.ns.ca
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20

Talbot

Wayne

African NS Labour Market Strategy

Dartmouth

902-435-4648

wadetalbot@eastlink.ca

Saulnier

Jeanne

Annapolis Valley Health

Middleton

902.825.1352

JSaulnier@avdha.nshealth.ca
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Maher

Bob

Nova Scotia Community College
(NSCC)

Lawrencetown

(902) 825-5477

Robert.Maher@nscc.ca

Benson

Bob

bobbenson@eastlink.ca

Bouchard

Andrea

andre@club400.ca
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22

Social Economy and Sustainability
Research Network

Bear River

Clean Annapolis River Project

Annapolis Royal

Millar

Noreen

LeBlanc

Heather

Richard

Monik

Wilson

David

24
25
26

Monaghan

Dermot

Addiction services

Middleton

8255194

dmonaghan@avdha.nshealth.ca

Young

John

African Nova Scotian Affairs

Halifax

(902) 424-3465

youngja@gov.ns.ca

Tommy

Josephine

African Nova Scotian Affairs

Halifax

902-424-3414

tommyjc@gov.ns.ca

27

Gregory

Linda

Municipality of the Distrist of
Digby

Digby

9022452616

lgregory@municipality.digby.ns.ca

28

Rice

Don

Bear River Board of Trade / Bear
River Working Studios

Bear River

902-467-3313

riced@eastlink.ca

Bear River Board of Trade; Artists
Studio Tour Group

Bear River

902 467-0553

flora.doehler@gmail.com

23

902-532-7533

monikrichard@annapolisriver.ca
info@plasticweld.ns.ca

29

Doehler

Flora

30
31

Goodweal

Paul

rice

elizabeth

Annapolis Ventures Ltd.

bridgetown

665-2635

elizabeth.rice@cbdc.ca

Cody

Municipality of the County of
Annapolis

Annapolis Royal

9025321445

cjoudry@annapoliscounty.ns.ca

Marilyn

Community Relations & Cultural
Affairs HRM Community
Development Bloomfield Centre

Halifax

9024904599

smithmar@halifax.ca

Halifax

9024904599

smithmar@halifax.ca

32
33

Joudry

Smith

Apgnewfie@gmail.com

34

Smith

Rodger

Community Relations & Cultural
Affairs HRM Community
Development Bloomfield Centre

35
36
37
38
39
41
43

Phillips

Lorelei

Nova Scotia Association of
Regional Development Authorities

Halifax

9024077764

lorelei.phillips@atl.cb-ec.gc.ca

McCue

Rosamond

Bear River Music Society

Bear River

(902) 467-4121

armccue@msn.com

Bays

robbie

Oakdene Centre

Bear River

902 467 3151

robbiebays@eastlink.ca

Hurlock

Ginny

Barnwood Inn B&B

Bear River

(902) 467-0481

ghurlock@yahoo.com

Wedler

Edward

TEDxAnnapolisValley

Greenwood

902-765-6116

edwardwedler@gmail.com

Barnaby

Nina

Nova Scotia Community College

Digby

902-245-1284

Nina.Barnaby@nscc.ca

Aiken

Jackie

Service Canada

halifax

902-426-2345

jackie.aiken@servicecanada.gc.ca

Whitman

Bill

NS Department Fisheries &
Aquaculture

Cornwallis

902 532-8449

whitmawe@gov.ns.ca

Phillips

Warren

44
45

digbytoymaker@ns.sympatico.ca
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47
48
49
50

Poole

Bill

Community Links

Scots Bay

902-582-1229

pooles@xcountry.tv

Austin

Mark

Rural & Coastal Cmmunities
Network

Truro

902 956 9484

m.austin@xplornet.com

Moerman

Karen

Weymouth

902-837-7351

kmoerman@eastlink.ca

Ritchie

Reg

warden@annapoliscounty.ns.ca
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